Dear Colleagues,
The undersigned, Zoe Nicolaou, who is the President of the 29th World Congress of ICFMS, would like to announce that
the ICFMS 2015 Congress will be held in Cyprus between 7-11 October 2015, at the ’Le Meridien Limassol Spa & Resort’.
It would be our honour, to include your esteemed association as a Guest of the Congress.
The scientific and Organizing Committees of ICMFS 2015 have prepared for the worldwide Maxillofacial Community to
present to the world their great work. With pleasure I can confirm that the National and International Associations, who
have taken on this proposal and agreed to participate in this effort, will make this Congress worthwhile.
All guests will be treated with utmost importance as we consider they play a vital role for the success of the Congress.
Limassol, the town which will be holding the Congress, is located at the southern coast of Cyprus. Le Meridien Limassol
Spa and Resort is situated on the Blue Flag beach “Aoratoi”, which means invisible. It is one of our finest hotels and has
an award winning Spa. The facilities will ensure your stay will be comfortable and enjoyable.
Our small island has an old fashioned lifestyle with many modern features and it is full of museums, enchanting castles,
inviting beaches and nearly all year round sunshine. Cyprus is an island of legends and stories that date over, 10,000
years ago and has seen many civilizations come and go which includes people like Alexander the Great to Cleopatra
staking their claim here – but then, individuals do tend to get possessive when faced with such beauty. Aphrodite made
Cyprus her home too and travellers throughout antiquity came here just to pay her tribute.
We invite you in Cyprus, to join us in this wonderful effort to explore science. We look forward to stimulating exchanges
and to advancing science and care for the benefits of patients worldwide.
Thanking you in advance and looking forward to receive at your earliest convenience, a positive reply.

Kind Regards,
Zoe Nicolaou
President of the ICMFS 2015 Congress

